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Comparison of different methods for diversity ordering
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Abstract. The measurementof diversity, one of the most
importantconcepts in present-dayecology, can be improved
by methods of diversity orderingwhich have recently been
developed.This orderingis achievedby a D(a) diversityindex
family. Indices of this family show varyingsensitivitiesto the
rareand abundantspecies as the scale parameter,a, changes.
The aim of this paper is to review and assess 12 methods of
diversity ordering and discuss their relationships in detail.
Two of the methods are new to the ecological literature.
The diversity orderingmethods are comparedas to their
effectiveness in graphicallydisplayingthe differencesof community structureand demonstratingthe (non-)comparability
of communities.Small, mediumandlarge datasets were used
to evaluate the methods. A small artificial data set (five to
seven species) and a large semi-artificialdata set (31 - 141
species) are used in this paper.
TheresultssuggestthatR6nyi's diversityindex family and
Logarithmicdominanceorderingarethe most useful methods
for diversityorderingof communitiesof all sizes. Right-tailsum diversityorderingperformswell for small communities.

Keywords: Diversity family; Diversity profile; One-parameter diversity;Renyi's diversityindex.

Introduction: Diversity profiles and their comparison
The diversity concept is of central importance in
ecological theory and practice (e.g. Goodman 1975;
Grassle et al. 1979; Huston 1979; May 1975). Species
richness and diversity are also important in conservation
management. They are frequently used as indicators of
the 'well-being' of ecological systems (Magurran 1988).
Diversity is also widely used in environmental monitoring (e.g. Cairns et al. 1979; Resh 1979; Washington
1984).
There are a great many diversity indices. Their statistical properties have been studied in detail; see the
literature cited in Dennis et al. (1979). In practice,
however, many researchers have criticized the use of
diversity indices in field studies and other applications.
It is well-known that different diversity indices may

rank sets of communities in different ways (Hurlbert
1971). Three artificial communities with the following
abundances will be used here to demonstrate such differences:
A=(33, 29, 28, 5, 5)
B = (42, 30, 10, 8, 5, 5)
C=(32,21,
16, 12,9,6,4)

a 5-species community;
a 6-species community;
a 7-species community.

As an example of a difference, A and B are ranked
differently by the Shannon (H) and Simpson (D) indices, where the Shannon index is calculated as H = - I
pilnpi, and the Simpson index as D = 1 - [ni (ni - 1)]/[N
(N - 1)], and here ni is the abundance and pi is the
n For the
relative abundance of the i-th species; N = ni.
two communities the values for H and D are:
H(A) = 1.3808 < 1.4574 = H(B);
D(A) = 0.7309 > 0.7194 = D(B).
Patil & Taillie (1979) emphasized that such inconsistencies are inevitable whenever one attempts to reduce a multidimensional concept to a single number; a
community is a multidimensional entity and its diversity
is a scalar quantity.
A potential solution is offered by the use of parametric families of diversity indices instead of a diversity
index with a numerical value. When we are using a oneparameter family IDa: a real} of diversity indices then
the family may be portrayed graphically by plotting
diversity values D against the (scale) parameter a. This
curve, the graph of the {Ds: a real} family, has frequently been described as the diversity profile of the
community (Patil & Taillie 1979, 1982). Essentially, a
serves as a scale parameter, and members of the Da
family have varying sensitivities to the occurrence of
rare and abundant species as a changes. Diversity profiles play an important role in diversity comparisons.
Diversity profiles of the communities A, B and C are
presented in Fig. 1 using Renyi's diversity index family.
On the basis of the diversity profiles we can define
the diversity ordering of communities in the following
way: Community A is more diverse than community B
(written as A > B) if the diversity profile of A is above
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or equal to the diversity profile of B over the whole
range of the scale parameter.
It can be shownthatthe diversityorderingis a partial
orderso thatif A > B and B > C, then A > C. However,
it is not truethatfor every A and B, eitherA > B or B >
A; i.e. the curves of the two diversity profiles may
intersect.In this case the two communitiesA and B are
said to be non-comparable;this means thatwe can find
two diversityindices which orderthe communitiesdifferently. Of course, this situationmight reflect important ecological processes which can be interpreted.In
Fig. 1, we can see thatA andB arenon-comparable,and
also that communityC is the most diverse one: C > A
and C > B.
Patil & Taillie (1977, 1979) and Solomon (1979)
were among the first to propose the idea of diversity
ordering. This idea is importantin ecology and has
added a new dimension to the ecological approachof
diversity.Diversity orderingbased on parametricfamilies of diversityindicesis not yet frequentlyused,mainly
because these methodsinvolve morecalculationsthana
simple diversity index. Few of these methods are included in any standardcomputerpackages.

andB. In the case of large data sets the first community
is less diverse than the second and thirdones, and the
second and thirdcommunitiesare non-comparable.
Many otherartificialand real datasets were used to
evaluatethe performanceof the methods,but the examples presentedhere satisfactorilyrepresentmy experience in using these methods.
General model

Generally, a community A may be identified with
the ordered pair A = (SA,

1A),

where SA is the number of

species presentand
nA =(nl,n2

..,ni...

nSA)

is the abundancevector of the communityand ni is the
abundanceof the i-th species of the community.Forour
purposesit is often sufficientto know the relativeabundances of species; thus a communitymay be identified
by a pair (SA, PA), where PA is the relative abundance

vector of the species. When speaking generally about
communitieswe frequentlywrite simply (S, p) orjustp
=(Pl ,P2 ...Ps).

Material and Methods

Using more formal terminology we can say that
(Pl,P2, .,Ps) is a discrete probability distribution and

Samples to assess the performance of the methods

The main objective of this paper is to assess the
graphicalperformanceof the differentmethods.Diversity ordering values are compared according to their
effectiveness in displaying the differences of community structures.The questionis putwhetherthe diversity
profiles of different communities are really different,
and if they are, how much of this differenceis evident
from the graphical output of the method. I am also
interestedin the usefulness of the methods in demonstratingthe non-comparabilityof communities;i.e. is it
easy or difficultto check the intersectionof the diversity
profiles of the communitieswhen they are non-comparable. This is a practicalpoint duringthe data analysis
because thereis no reasonto use methodswhich poorly
reflectthe studiedphenomenaif we havebettermethods
which are equally good in otherrespects.
Small, mediumand large data sets were used to test
the methods. The results of a small artificialdata set,
introducedin the Introduction,and a large semi-natural
data set are presentedin this paper. The large data set
includesthreecommunitieswith 31, 141 and85 species,
respectively. Both data sets were especially designed
for this test: in the case of the small dataset, communities A and B are non-comparable,i.e. the diversity
profiles intersect,while C is more diverse than both A

r:={(P1,P2...ps):Pi

>O,Si

= }

is the set of discreteprobabilitydistributionscontaining
S real numbers.The diversity is a real functiondefined
on r, i.e.
D: F---> R

whereR is the set of realnumbers.Patil & Taillie (1979)
emphasizedthatcommunitydiversitycan be defined as
the average species rarity. Of course many different
rarityfunctions,andthus many differentdiversityfunctions, can be defined.Denote the rarityof species i of the
studied community (S, p) by R(i; p); i.e. a numerical
measureof rarityis to be associated with each species.
Thus the diversity measure of a community (S, p) is
defined as its averagerarity:
S

D:rF --> , D(p): EpiR(i;p),
i=1

In the following section the published one-parameter
diversity index families will be reviewed, as well as
othermethodswhich can be used for diversityordering.
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Most of these were devised by mathematiciansand
subsequentlyadoptedby ecologists. Two methods are
new for the ecological literature.
Methods for diversity ordering

Renyi (1961) extended the concept of Shannon's
entropyby definingthe entropyof ordera (a > 0, a 1)

A f

p+1

1-

(5)

They called it the diversity index of degree ,B(Patil &
Taillie 1982).
The Right-tail-sumdiversity is defined as follows
(Patil & Taillie 1979):

of a probability distribution (Pi,P2 .,Ps) as
s

Ti(P)= P(i+l)+
Ha

(1-c)

logp)

(1)

In this context,entropyis simplya synonymof diversity
used in mathematics.It is the firstpublishedfamily of adiversity indices. In the original definition the base
numberof the logarithmwas 2; in ecological applications the naturallogarithmis more frequentlyused.
Hill (1973) - who mentionedthe work by Renyi (1961)
- defineda diversityindex family of ordera (a > 0, a 1)
which is closely relatedto the previousone:
N Sl/(1-a)

p(j),

< iS<

where (), ..., P(s) are the relative abundancesof the
species of a communityarrangedin descendingorder.If
we consider i as a variable,then
{Ti(p):i

= 1,2,...,S}

(6)

defines a one-parameterfamily of indices, while the
diversityprofileis definedby the polygonalpathjoining
the successive points T1, T2, ..., Ts.

The Lorenz curve can also be used as a diversity
profile (Taillie 1979). It can be displayedgraphicallyby
plotting and connectingthe points
Po = (0, 0), Pi =

I preferto mentionthis family as the Exp(Renyi)diversity family. This family was introducedagainby Patil &
Taillie (1979, 1982), albeit from a differentmathematical point of view. Theirnotationis Sp (3 > -1; 3? 0).

Sp = (Sp+l

p(), il/

(7)

U=l

Solomon (1979) proposeda diversityorderingbased
on the notion of majorization.He defined a partialorder
on F which is recommendedfor orderingcommunities
accordingto theirdiversity.Letp, q e F; the expression
'p majorizesq ' means that

(3)
i

i

The next family is that of entropy of type a, proposed by Dar6czy (1970; Aczel & Dar6czy 1975). Let a
> 0; a ? 1. Then the equationis:

i=l

j=i+l

(2)

i=l

Ha =lpa-

+P(s)=-

_1)2i-a
_1

()

1I

It can be proven that Shannon's entropy is a limiting
function of Ha when a = 1, as in the case of Renyi's
entropy,Ha. This family of entropies (diversities) can
also be used for diversity ordering. This parametric
family has not been used earlierin the ecological literaturefor diversity ordering.
Patil & Taillie (1979) proposed one more one-parameterdiversityindex family (3 > -1; /3? 0):

j=l

(8)

_p(j)'> q(j)
j=1

for each i = 1, 2,..., S-1.
A k-dominancecurve visualizes the dominancepattern of communities (Shaw et al. 1983). In a k-dominance plot percentage cumulative relative abundance
(of the first k species) is plottedagainstlog species rank
(Lambsheadet al. 1983, Platt et al. 1984); the percentage abundanceof each species is rankedin decreasing
orderof dominance.In eq. 9 'i' is used insteadof 'k' in
order to be consistent with the other formulas,but the
original name is k-dominanceplot, which should be
maintained:

logi, 10
I=i

p(j)

(9)
)
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This curve could be used for diversityordering,but the
lowest curve will representthe most diverse community;in this respectthis methodis just the oppositeof the
othersandformallyit is not a diversityorderingbecause
the curveof a less diversecommunityis above the curve
of a more diverseone over the whole rangeof the curve.
A methodproposedhereis relatedto bothRight-tailsum diversity and the k-dominanceplot and can be
called Logarithmicdominanceordering;it is definedby

s
j
/X,
P=i+l

Pi

(10)

It can be displayedgraphicallyby plottingandconnecting the points Pi.
The next diversity index family is due to Hurlbert
(1971):

families. They differ only in their parametrization(see
eqs. 1 and 2); theirrelationcan be indicatedas follows:
H = log(Na),

Hill (1973) demonstratedthatthe threecommonlyused
measures of diversity, Simpson's dominance index,
Shannon'sentropy,andthe total numberof species, are
relatedto Renyi's definitionof a generalizedentropyfor
values of a = 2, 1 and 0, respectively.
The relation between Na and Sp is evident from a
comparisonof eq. 2 with 3; by replacing,3with a - 1, eq.
3 becomes identical with 2.
The relationbetween the entropyof ordera and the
entropyof type a (Dar6czy 1970) follows from a comparisonbetween eqs. 1 and 4:
Ha= log2 [(2(l-

S(m)= i{1-

(11)

(I -pi)}

i=l

It gives the numberof species presentwhenm individuals aredrawnat randomfromthe population.Conceptually m is an integer,but real values make mathematical
sense. S(m) is sometimes mentioned 'expected species
diversity'. An importantpropertyof it is that an unbiased estimatorfor S(m) is known. The minimumvariance unbiasedestimatorfor S(m) as devised by Smith&
Grassle (1977) is:

S(m) =,

{1
;=i [

i
I

m

Na = exp(Ha)

-

)Ha]/(

- a)

and
Ha =[2(1-a)Ha

1]/(21--

1)

The relations between the Right-tail-sumdiversity
ordering, the Lorenz curve, Solomon's majorization,
the dominancecurve, and the Logarithmicdominance
orderingare evident from eqs. 6 - 10; they are close
relatives. The Lorenz curve is a graphicaldisplay of
Solomon's majorization.The relationof the Right-tail-

J(12)
m

where

(NI
[m)

N!
(N-m)!m!

diEq. 12 is often called the Hurlbert-Smith-Grassle's
versity index family.
Executableprogramsof the diversityorderingsdiscussedin thepaperforIBM-compatiblePCs (Tothmeresz
1993) are available from the authorupon request (enclosing a formatteddisk).
Relations of diversity orderings

The 12 methodsof diversityorderingpresentedhere
will now be compared.First, two diversityindex families are basically identical,the Renyi's andHill's index

of threeartificialcommunities
Fig.1.Diversityordering
using
Renyi's index family. CommunityC is the most diverse (C >
A and C > B). A and B are non-comparablebecause the
diversityprofiles are intersecting.

- Comparisonof differentmethodsfor diversity ordering1 - cumulative relative abundance
- community A
-+ community
- community

sum diversity and Lorenz curve or Solomon's majorization is straightforwardas well:

B

S

C

Ti(P)

-

I

i=i+l

10

1
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species rank (log scale)

i

P(j)

1P(j)

/=1

In the case of the Lorenz curve, however, the X and Y
axes are interchangedrelativeto the right-tail-sumplot.
The Logarithmicdominanceorderingis equivalent
to the k-dominanceplot after subtractingthe k-dominance values from 100 and then dividing by 100:
plot)/100.
plot= (100- k-dominance
log. dominance

Fig. 2. Diversityorderingof threeartificialcommunitiesusing
the Logarithmicdominanceplot.

Dar6czy's diversity

It is also evident that the logarithmicdominance plot
and the invertedk-dominanceplot are identical after a
multiplicationby 100. Otherrelationsbetween eqs. 6 10 can be demonstratedby simple calculations.
On the otherhand,the diversityApof Patil & Taillie
andthe diversityindex familyof Hurlbert-Smith-Grassle
are not relateddirectlyto the others.
Graphical comparison of diversity orderings

1.4

1.6

scale parameter

Fig. 3. Diversityorderingof threeartificialcommunitiesusing
Dar6czy's ordering.The graphis concentratedon the [1, 2]
interval, which improves the presentationof intersectionof
the diversityprofile of A and B.

Patil and Taillie's diversity

0.4

0.6

scale parameter

Fig. 4. Diversityorderingof threeartificialcommunitiesusing
Patil& Taillie's ordering.The graphis concentratedon the [0,
1] interval,which improvesthe presentationof intersectionof
the diversityprofile of A and B.

This comparisonincludeseight of the methods,covering the variationin approach,with emphasis on the
usefulness, and with a special interest in the ability of
the methods to demonstratethe non-comparabilityof
communities;i.e. by displaying the intersectionof diversity profiles.
Forthe smallartificialdataset,theRenyi,Exp(Renyi),
Right-tail sum and Logarithmic dominance methods
producedclear, easily interpretableresults (Figs. 1 and
2). The figure producedby the Exp(Renyi) orderingis
very similarto thatproducedby the Renyi ordering;the
situationis the same for the Logarithmicdominanceplot
and Right-tailsum ordering;thereforethese figures are
not presented.CommunityC is clearly separatedfrom
the othersand it is easy to realize the intersectionof the
diversityprofiles of communitiesA and B. The figures
producedby the Dar6czy and Patil & Taillie methods
are less clear (Figs. 3 and 4). Community C is wellseparatedfrom A and B, but it is difficult to detect the
intersectionof the diversityprofiles of A and B (Figs. 2
and 3).
For the large data set, the Renyi and Logarithmic
dominanceorderingsperformwell (Figs. 5 and 6). The
first communityis well-separatedfrom the others;it is
evidentlythe least diverse.The intersectionof the diversity profile of communities2 and3 is also well indicated
by both methods. The Exp(Renyi) and Right tail sum
orderingsdo not performas well as these for the speciesrich communities; the Right-tail sum ordering is par-
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Renyi's diversity

5

- community El

Hill's diversity
- community El

-+ communityE2
community E3

4

+ communityE2
--

community E3

3

1

1

0

3

scale parameter

scale parameter

Fig. 5. Diversity ordering of three communities of the large
data set using R6nyi's index family. Community 1 is the less
diverse; communities 2 and 3 are non-comparable because the
diversity profiles intersect.

Fig. 7. Diversity ordering of three communities of the large
data set using the Exp(R6nyi) or Hill's diversity ordering.
Evidently, community 1 is the least diverse, while the intersection of the diversity profiles of communities 2 and 3 is not
displayed clearly.

1 - cumulative relative abundance
-- community

-

community E
+ community E2
- community E3

+- community E2

I\\
0fi.

right-tall-sum diversity
El

XMcommunity E3

' ~x 11"~k^ \\~ -^

v.U\ \.\

0.4

0.2

12()

10

140

species rank

species rank

Fig. 6. Diversityorderingof threecommunitiesfromthe large
data set using the Logarithmicdominanceplot.

Fig. 8. Diversity ordering of three communities from the large
data set using the Right-tail sum diversity ordering. The
diversity orderings of the communities are poorly displayed. It
is even difficult to detect that community 1 is the least diverse.
The intersection of the diversity profiles of communities 2 and
3 are not displayed at all.

ticularly poor. Even the first community is hardly or not
separated from the others and it is practically impossible
to detect the intersection of the diversity profiles of the
second and third communities
(Figs. 7 and 8). The
figures produced by the Daroczy and Patil & Taillie
diversity orderings are very much the same; for speciesrich communities they perform poorly.
The curve produced by the Hurlbert-Smith-Grassle
diversity family indicates the relation of sample size and
the number of species quite well but it is not especially
effective in reflecting the intersection of diversity profiles (Fig. 9).

Discussion
Peet (1975) discussedthe need for a theoryof index
response to facilitate the choice of diversity indices: one
may wish the index to be sensitive to the composition of
the dominant species but relatively indifferent to that of
the rare ones. Changing the scale parameter of a diversity index family 'naturally' changes the sensitivity of
the index family and plotting the diversities against the
scale parameter, the change of the sensitivity can be
displayed graphically. Therefore, while comparing communities by diversity profiles it is possible to trace

- Comparisonof differentmethodsfor diversityorderingHurlbert-Smith-Grassle's diversity

number of individuals

of the large
Fig. 9. Diversityorderingof threecommunities
dataset using Hurlbert-Smith-Grassle's
diversityordering.
Therelationbetweensamplesize andspeciesnumberof the
is shownclearly,butit is ratherdifficultto figure
communities
on thebasisof this
outthediversityorderingof communities
figure.

wherethe diversityorderingchangeswith respectto the
dominant, subdominantor rare species. The diversity
profiles may reveal ecological processes which lead to
different patternsof dominancebehaviour of species.
That may be considered a very useful feature of the
diversityprofiles.
One of the most useful methods for orderingcommunitiesas to theirdiversityis Renyi's index family; it
performswell irrespectiveof the species numberof the
community;the intersectionof the diversity profiles is
also well-indicated by this method. The Logarithmic
dominanceorderingalso producedclear,well-interpretable figures for communitiesof different species richness levels. The Exp(Renyi)indexfamily also presented
good results, especially when the numberof species is
low. When the species number of the communities
comparedis medium or high it is betterto use Renyi's
index family or Logarithmicdominanceplot ordering,
while in the case of a mediumor low species numberthe
Exp(Renyi) index family may be useful as well. For
species-poor communitiesthe Right-tail sum ordering
producedgood figures.
When the differencesbetween the species numbers
of communitiesaremediumorhigh, i.e. when one of the
communitiescomparedis much richer in species than
the other(s),then the Renyi's index family or the Logarithmic dominance plot orderingmay be practical as
well. This result is also plausible from a theoretical
point of view, because using a logarithmicscale on the
Y-axis makes the Exp(Renyi)index family identicalto
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the Renyi one; the same holds for the Right-tail sum
orderingand the Logarithmicdominanceplot method.
This logarithmic transformationof the Y-scale is
very effective in improving the visual quality of the
figurewhenlargedifferencesoccurin the speciesnumber
of the comparedcommunities.
Dar6czy's entropiesof type a and Patil & Taillie's
diversity of index Apare about equally effective, but
Dar6czy's method performedslightly better. The performance of these index families was better for small
communitiesthanfor large communities.
Diversity orderingbased on the Right-tail sum diversity was not effective in the case of large or medium
species numbers,while it producedclear results in the
case of small species numbers.
Calculationof the Hurlbert-Smith-Grassle'sdiversity index is extremelytime-consumingas comparedto
the others. The curve producedis informative,but the
method is not very effective in reflecting the intersection of the diversity profiles. It is almost impossible to
detectthe intersectionof the diversityprofilesby graphical inspection when one of the comparedcommunities
has a much larger numberof individuals(shoots, etc.)
thanthe others.The large differencein species number
might produce similar effects but in a much lesser
degree. The joint presence of these two factors might
cause difficulties in the interpretationof the result of
diversity orderingon the basis of purely graphicalinspection.
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